Chapter Two

AVIATION
DEMAND FORECASTS
Facility planning must begin with a
definition of the demand that may
reasonably be expected to occur at the
facility over a specific period of time.
For Johnson County Executive Airport
(OJC), this involves forecasts of aviation
activity indicators through the year 2025.
In this master plan, forecasts of based
aircraft, based aircraft fleet mix, annual
aircraft operations, and operational peak
periods will serve as the basis for facility
development planning.

3) Make and document any adjustments
to the aviation activity forecasts.

FAA Advisory Circular 150/5070-6A,
Airport Master Plans, outlines six
standard steps involved in the forecast
process, as follows:

4) Where applicable, consider the effects
of changes in uncertain factors
affecting demand for airport services.

1) Obtain existing FAA and other
related forecasts for the area served
by the airport.

5) Evaluate the potential for peak loads
within the overall forecasts of
aviation activity.

2) Determine if there have been
significant local conditions or
changes in the forecast factors.

6) Monitor actual activity levels over
time to determine if adjustments are
necessary in the forecasts.
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It is virtually impossible to predict with
certainty year-to year fluctuations of
activity when looking twenty years into
the future. Because aviation activity
can be affected by many influences at
the local, regional, and national level, it
is important to remember that forecasts
are to serve only as guidelines and
planning must remain flexible enough
to respond to unforeseen facility needs.

projections, correlation/regression
analysis, and market share analysis.
Trend line projections are probably
the simplest and most familiar of the
forecasting techniques.
By fitting
growth curves to historical demand
data, then extending them into the
future, a basic trend line projection is
produced. A basic assumption of this
technique is that outside factors will
continue to affect aviation demand in
much the same manner as in the past.
As broad as this assumption may be,
the trend line projection does serve as a
reliable benchmark for comparing other
projections.

The following forecast analysis
examines recent developments,
historical information, and current
aviation trends to provide an updated
set of aviation-demand projections for
OJC. The intent is to permit the
Johnson County Airport Commission to
make planning adjustments as
necessary to ensure that the facility
meets projected demands in an efficient
and cost-effective manner.

Correlation analysis provides a
measure of the direct relationship
between two separate sets of historic
data. Should there be a reasonable
correlation between the data sets,
further evaluation using regression
analysis may be employed.

FORECASTING APPROACH

Regression analysis measures the
statistical relationship between
dependent and independent variables
yielding a “correlation coefficient.” The
correlation coefficient (Pearson’s “r”)
measures the association between
changes in a dependent variable and
independent variable(s).
If the r2
squared (r ) value (coefficient
determination) is greater than 0.90, it
indicates good predictive reliability. A
value below 0.90 may be used with the
understanding that the predictive
reliability is lower.

The development of aviation forecasts
proceeds through both analytical and
judgmental processes.
A series of
mathematical relationships is tested to
establish statistical logic and rationale
for projected growth. However, the
judgement of the forecast analyst, based
upon professi onal experi ence,
knowledge of the aviation industry, and
assessment of the local situation, is
important in the final determination of
the preferred forecast.
The most reliable approach to
estimating aviation demand is through
the utilization of more than one
analytical technique. Methodologies
frequently considered include trend line

Market share analysis involves a
historical comparison of airport activity
as a percentage, or share, of a larger
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Facility and financial planning usually
require at least a 10-year view, since it
often takes more than five years to
complete a major facility development
program. However, it is important to
use forecasts which do not overestimate
revenue-generating capabilities or
understate demand for facilities needed
to meet public (user) needs.

regional, state, or national variable.
These shares are then multiplied by the
forecasts of the larger geographical area
to produce a market share projection.
This method has the same limitations
as trend line projections, but can
provide a useful check on the validity of
other forecasting techniques.
A number of additional sources for
aviation forecasts were also consulted.
The Mid-America Regional Council
(MARC), which is the regional
Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO), has developed a regional
aviation system plan. As Johnson
County Executive is within the
jurisdiction of the MPO, it is included in
the system plan. The consulted plan is
the Airports System Plan 2010 as
published in May 1991. The MPO is
currently developing a revised system
plan. Should this information become
available during the course of this
master plan, it will be incorporated.

A wide range of factors is known to
influence the aviation industry and can
have significant impacts on the extent
and nature of air service provided in
both the local and national markets.
Technological advances in aviation have
historically altered, and will continue to
change, the growth rates in aviation
demand over time. The most obvious
example is the impact of jet aircraft on
the aviation industry, which resulted in
a growth rate that far exceeded
expectations.
Such changes are
difficult, if not impossible, to predict,
and there is simply no mathematical
way to estimate their impacts. Using a
broad spectrum of local, regional, and
national socioeconomic and aviation
information, and analyzing the most
current aviation trends, forecasts are
presented in the following sections.

The FAA publishes the Terminal Area
Forecast (TAF) which provides aviation
forecasts for National Plan of
Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS)
airports. This information is consulted
and presented as a comparative forecast
in the forecasts presented herein.

NATIONAL AVIATION
TRENDS

In 1988, a master plan was completed
for Johnson County Executive.
Although the aviation industry has
experienced unanticipated changes and
events since that plan, the forecasts are
presented as a point of comparison.

Each year, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) publishes its
national forecast. Included in this
publication are forecasts for large air
carriers, regional air carriers, general
aviation, along with FAA workload
measures. The forecasts are prepared

It is important to note that one should
not assume a high level of confidence in
forecasts that extend beyond five years.
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2003, but still 10.6 percent below the
2000 peak. Over the forecast period,
enplanements are expected to grow 2.9
percent annually.

to meet budget and planning needs of
constituent units of the FAA and to
provide information that can be used by
state and local authorities, the aviation
industry, and the general public. The
current edition, when this chapter was
prepared, is FAA Aerospace ForecastsFiscal Years, 2005-2016. The forecast
uses the economic performance of the
United States as an indicator of future
aviation industry growth.
Similar
economic analyses are applied to the
outlook for aviation growth in
international markets.

Regional/commuter passenger
enplanements are projected to increase
by 15.4 percent in 2005, 9.9 percent in
2006, and 6.3 percent in 2007. Between
2008 and 2016, enplanements are
projected to grow at an average rate of
3.9 percent annually, reaching 245.5
million by 2016. Over the entire 12year forecast period, passenger
enplanements are forecast to grow 5.5
percent annually.

In the seven years prior to the events of
9/11, the U.S. civil aviation industry
experienced unprecedented growth in
demand and profits. The impacts to the
economy and aviation industry from the
events of 9/11 were immediate and
significant. However, the economic
climate and aviation industry are both
experiencing significant upturns. The
FAA expects the U.S. economy to
experience strong growth over the next
few years, with moderate growth
thereafter.
This will positively
influence the aviation industry, leading
to passenger, air cargo, and general
aviation growth throughout the forecast
period (assuming there will not be any
new successful terrorists’ incidents
against either U.S. or world aviation).

An additional measure of the health of
the aviation system is the trend in air
cargo as measured in revenue-ton-miles
(RTM). The FAA projects air cargo
RTMs to grow at 5.1 percent annually.

GENERAL AVIATION
In the 10 years since the passage of the
General Aviation Revitalization Act of
1994 (federal legislation which limits
the liability on general aviation aircraft
to 18 years from the date of
manufacture), it is clear that the Act
has successfully infused new life into
the general aviation industry. This
legislation sparked an interest to renew
the manufacturing of general aviation
aircraft due to the reduction in product
liability, as well as renewed optimism
for the industry. Annual shipments of
new aircraft rose every year between
1994 and 2000.

For the first time since 2000, the
number of passenger enplanements on
U.S. commercial carriers increased in
2004. This is due, in large part, to the
extremely strong growth of low-cost
carriers such as Southwest Airlines and
AirTran Airways, among others. A total
of 502.2 million passengers were
enplaned in 2004, up four percent from

The growth in the general aviation
industry slowed considerably from 2001
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market patterns. The turbojet fleet is
expected to increase at an average
annual rate of 5.4 percent, increasing
from 8,153 in 2003, to 15,900 in 2016.
Factors leading to this substantial
growth include expected strong U.S.
and global economic growth; the
continued success of fractional
ownership programs; a continuation of
the shift from commercial air travel to
corporate/business air travel by
business travelers and corporations. In
addition, new micro jets will begin to
enter the fleet in 2006 and grow to
4,500 aircraft by 2016. These aircraft
are expected to stimulate the market for
on-demand air taxi service.

to 2003, having been negatively
impacted by the events of 9/11.
Thousands of general aviation aircraft
were grounded for weeks, due to “no-fly
zone” restrictions imposed on operations
of aircraft in security-sensitive areas.
Washington, D.C., continues to
implement these restrictions to this
day. This, in addition to the economic
recession taking place from 2001-03,
had a negative impact on the general
aviation industry.
In 2004, the general aviation industry
showed a significant increase in
activity, returning to pre-9/11 levels for
most indicators. The FAA forecast
a ssumes that the regulat ory
environment affecting general aviation
will not change dramatically. The
forecast also assumes that the
fractional ownership market will
continue to expand and bring new
operators and shareholders into
business aviation. It also assumes that
another successful terrorist attack on
aviation will not occur.
The active general aviation aircraft
fleet is expected to increase at an
average annual rate of 1.1 percent over
the 12-year forecast period, increasing
from 210,600 in 2003, to 240,070 in
2016. This growth includes the addition
of a new aircraft category, light sport
aircraft, which is expected to enter the
active fleet in 2005, and account for
15,410 aircraft in 2016. Light sport
aircraft include small fixed-wing
airplanes, powered-parachutes, gyroplanes, ultra-lights, and others.

Exhibit 2A depicts the FAA forecast for
active general aviation aircraft in the
United States. The number of single
engine piston aircraft is projected to
reach 148,000 in 2015, which represents
an average annual growth rate of 0.2
percent. During this same time, the
number of active multi-engine piston
aircraft in the fleet is expected to
decline by 0.2 percent, resulting in a
total of 17,235 aircraft in 2016. The
number of turboprop aircraft is expected
to increase at an average annual rate of
3.7 percent over the 12-year forecast
period to 8,400 active aircraft. The
rotorcraft fleet is forecast to grow 1.2
percent annually through 2016, while
the number of experimental aircraft is
projected to increase from 20,603 in
2003, to 21,380 in 2010. Thereafter, the
growth in experimental aircraft is
expected to flatten, primarily due to the
growth in sport aircraft.

FAA forecasts identify two general
aviation economies that follow different

The declines in the aircraft utilization
rates experienced in 2000 (down 3.2
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of programs and initiatives whose main
goals are to promote and assure future
growth within the industry. “No Plane,
No Gain” is an advocacy program
created in 1992 by the GAMA and the
National Business Aircraft Association
(NBAA) to promote acceptance and
increased use of general aviation as an
essential, cost-effective tool for
businesses.

percent) and 2001 (down 7.2 percent)
were due, in part, to higher fuel prices
and the 2001 U.S. economic recession.
However, the restrictions placed on
general aviation in the aftermath of the
9/11 events, contributed heavily to the
decline in utilization in 2001. A strong
recovery in the U.S. economy in 2004
and 2005 has led to increased
utilization rates for most categories of
general aviation aircraft.

Other programs are intended to
promote growth in new pilot starts and
introduce people to general aviation.
“Project Pilot,” sponsored by the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA), promotes the training of new
pilots in order to increase and maintain
the size of the pilot population. The “Be
a Pilot” program is jointly sponsored
and supported by more than 100
industry organizations. The NBAA
sponsors “AvKids,” a program designed
to educate elementary school students
about the benefits of business aviation
to the community, and career
opportunities available to them in
business aviation. Over the years,
programs such as these have played an
important role in the success of general
aviation and will continue to be vital to
its growth in the future.

The total pilot population is projected to
increase from an estimated 618,633 in
2004, to 750,260 by 2016, which
represents an average annual growth
rate of 1.6 percent. The student pilot
population increased 0.7 percent in
2004, and is forecast to increase at an
annual rate of 1.8 percent over the 12year forecast period, reaching a total of
108,800 in 2016. Growth rates for the
other pilot categories over the forecast
period are as follows: airline transport
pilots, up 1.7 percent; recreational
pilots, up 1.6 percent; rotorcraft only, up
1.2 percent; and glider only, up 0.2
percent.
The General Aviation Manufacturers
Association (GAMA) publishes a yearly
outlook on the general aviation
industry. The most recent edition was
published in early 2005. The year 2004
was a year of strong recovery for the
general aviation industry.
Total
billings reached almost $12 billion,
which is nearly a 20 percent growth
over 2003.
GAMA forecasts the
industry will continue a strong growth
trend.

AIRPORT SERVICE AREA
The initial step in determining the
general aviation demand for an airport
is to define its generalized service area.
The airport service area is determined
primarily by evaluating the location of
competing airports, their capabilities
and services, and their relative
attraction and convenience. With this

Over the past several years, the general
aviation industry has launched a series
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2004
(Est.)

144.0

17.7

7.3

8.4

2.2

4.7

20.8

N/A

6.2

211.3

2008

145.5

17.5

7.7

10.5

2.4

4.9

21.3

10.8

6.1

227.7

2012

147.0

17.4

8.1

13.3

2.5

5.1.

21.4

13.2

5.9

233.9

2016

148.0

17.2

8.4

15.9

2.6

5.3

21.4

15.4

5..8

240.1

Source: FAA Aerospace Forecasts, Fiscal Years 2005-2016.
Notes:

An active aircraft is one that has a current registration and was flown
at least one hour during the calendar year.

Exhibit 2A
U.S. ACTIVE GENERAL AVIATION
AIRCRAFT FORECASTS

aviation activities which includes all
segments of the aviation industry
except commercial air carriers and
military.
This can range from
recreational flying in single engine
aircraft to corporate business jets.

information, a determination can be
made as to what volume of aviation
demand would likely be accommodated
by a specific airport. It should be noted
that aviation demand often crosses
geographical and political boundaries.
The airport service area is a
geographical area where there is a
potential market for airport services.
Access to general aviation airports,
c o m m e r c i a l a i r se rv i c e , a n d
transportation networks enter into the
equation to determine the size of a
service area, as well as the quality of
aviation facilities, distance, and other
subjective criteria.
In large
metropolitan areas, a typical airport
service area will extend up to 20 miles,
primarily due to the location of
competing airports.
Depending on
services available, airports within 30
miles may have an influence on the
service area as well.

REGIONAL AIRPORTS
A review of public use airports within a
20-nautical mile (nm) radius of Johnson
County Executive Airport was made to
identify and distinguish the types of air
service provided in the region. These
airports are identified on Exhibit 2B.
Information pertaining to each airport
was obtained from FAA Form 5010,
Airport Master Record. Table 2A shows
a summary of the regional public use
airports.
New Century AirCenter (IXD) is
located seven nm to the west of Johnson
County Executive Airport and is also
owned by Johnson County and operated
by the Johnson County Airport
Commission. The airport has a tworunway system. Primary Runway 1735, is 7,339 feet long by 190 feet wide,
with a pavement strength rating of
75,000 pounds single-wheel loading
(SWL). SWL refers to the design of
certain landing gear configurations that
have a single wheel on each main
landing gear strut. Other landing gear
configurations would include dual wheel
(DWL), dual tandem wheel (DTL) and
double dual tandem (DDTL). Each of
these distributes more of the aircraft
weight on runway and taxiway surfaces,
and thus the surface itself can support
a greater total aircraft weight.

As in any business enterprise, the more
attractive services and capabilities of a
facility, the more competitive it will be
in the market.
If an airport’s
attractiveness increases in relation to
nearby airports, so will the size of the
service area. If facilities are adequate,
and rates and fees are competitive,
some level of general aviation activity
might be attracted to the airport from
surrounding areas.
In determining the aviation demand for
an airport, it is necessary to identify the
role of that airport. The primary role of
Johnson County Executive Airport is to
serve the needs of general aviation in
the area. General aviation is a term
used to describe a diverse range of
2-7

constructed of asphalt, grooved, and in
good condition. This runway has a SWL
rating of 48,000 pounds. The airport
has approximately 300 based aircraft
and experiences approximately 144,000
operations per year. There are six
instrument approach procedures
approved for the airport including the
ILS approaches to Runway 19 and
Runway 3.

The runways are constructed of asphalt
and are in good condition. The runway
surfaces are scheduled to be
rehabilitated in Summer 2005.
Crosswind Runway 4-22 is 5,130 feet
long by 100 feet wide. There are
approximately 195 based aircraft,
including 12 Chinook military
helicopters, at the airport. The airport
averages approximately 75,000
operations per year.
The primary
runway has five instrument approaches,
including an instrument landing system
(ILS) and GPS approach to Runway 35.
New Century AirCenter is also a
designated reliever airport.

Lee’s Summit Municipal Airport
(LXT) is located 18 nm to the east of
OJC in Missouri. This airport is also a
reliever to Kansas City International
Airport. The airport is owned and
operated by the City of Lee’s Summit.
It is served by Runway 18-36 and
Runway 11-29. Primary Runway 18-36
is 4,015 feet long by 75 feet wide,
constructed of concrete, is in good
condition, with a SWL rating of 30,000
pounds.
There are published
instrument approach procedures for all
runways except Runway 11, which is for
visual flight rules (VFR) only. There are
170 based aircraft at the airport. More
than 100,000 operations are estimated
annually at the airport.

Gardner Municipal Airport (K34) is
located 10 nm to the west of Johnson
County Executive Airport and is owned
and operated by the City of Gardner.
The airport has one asphalt runway and
two turf runways. The paved runway,
Runway 8-26, is 2,960 feet long by 39
feet wide, is in good condition, with a
pavement strength rating of 6,000
pounds SWL.
The airport reports
approximately 90 based aircraft and
a p prox i m a t el y 5 1 , 0 0 0 a n n u a l
operations.

Miami County Airport (K81) is
located 20 nm to the southwest of
Johnson County Executive Airport. The
airport is owned and operated by Miami
County, and is supported by an asphalt
and a turf runway.
The asphalt
runway, Runway 3-21, is 3,400 feet long
by 60 feet wide and is in fair condition.
There are 23 based aircraft at the
airport and an estimated 6,500 annual
operations.

Charles B. Wheeler Downtown
Airport (MKC) is located 18 nm to the
north northeast of Johnson County
Executive Airport in downtown Kansas
City, Missouri. The airport is owned
and operated by the City of Kansas City
and is served by two runways. Primary
Runway 1-19, is 7,002 feet long by 150
feet wide. It is constructed of asphalt,
grooved, in good condition, and has a
SWL rating of 100,000 pounds.
Crosswind Runway 3-21 is 5,050 feet
long by 150 feet wide. It is also

There are other public use airports that
are outside of the 20 nm radius. These
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Exhibit 2B
AIRPORT SERVICE AREA

airports may not directly compete for
market share with OJC, but by virtue of
their location and services, they limit
the possibility of an expanded service
area for Johnson County Executive
Airport.

To the northwest is Lawrence
Municipal Airport (LWC) which is
served by a dual runway system.
Lawrence is home to the University of
Kansas and is situated nearly
equidistant between Kansas City and
Topeka, Kansas, the state capitol.
Primary Runway 15-33 is 5,700 feet
long by 100 feet wide. Crosswind

Lawrence Smith Memorial Airport
(LRY) is located in Harrisonville,
Missouri, 23 nm to the east and
primarily serves Cass County. This
airport has a single asphalt runway
which is oriented in a north-south
manner. Runway 17-35 is 4,000 feet
long by 75 feet wide. There are 58
reported based aircraft and it is
reported that the airport averages 33
operations per day. This airport, along
with Lee’s Summit, effectively limits
the eastern portion of the service area.

Runway 1-19 is 3,901 feet long by 75
feet wide. There are 62 reported based
aircraft and an estimated 91 daily
operations at the airport. In addition,
Lawrence has an ILS approach that
enables aircraft to utilize the airport in
poor weather conditions. This airport,
along with New Century AirCenter and
Gardner Municipal Airport, limits the
service area to the west and northwest.

TABLE 2A
Public Use Airports Within 20 nautical miles of Johnson County Executive Airport
Johnson County Executive Airport
FAA
Relational Longest
Based
Annual
Airport
Classification Location Runway Aircraft Operations
New Century AirCenter
Reliever
7 nm W
7,339'
195
74,000
Gardner Municipal Airport
GA
11 nm W
2,960'
92
51,000
Charles B. Wheeler Downtown
Airport
Reliever
18 nm NNE
7,002'
300
144,000
Lee's Summit Municipal Airport
Reliever
18 nm E
4,015'
170
104,000
Miami County Airport
GA
20 nm SW
3,400'
23
6,500
GA: General Aviation
nm: nautical miles
Source: FAA Form 5010

available hangars, hangar lease rates,
and, most importantly, the proximity
from their residence. Thus, the service
area for small aircraft will be limited to
the west by Gardner Municipal and
New Century AirCenter, to the south by
Miami County Airport and to the east
by airports in Lee’s Summit and
Harrisonville. To the north, the nearest
general aviation airport is Charles B.

SERVICE AREA SUMMARY
The airport service area for Johnson
County Executive Airport will be
influenced by several factors. First, the
competing airports will influence the
distribution of the region’s aviation
demand. For small aircraft owners, the
decision to base at an airport will
continue to be the result of an airport’s
2-9

Wheeler Downtown. This airport will
serve as the northern service area
boundary.

2B depicts the generalized service area
for the airport.

Johnson County Executive Airport, by
virtue of its location between Overland
Park and Olathe, has a need to serve
larger turboprop and business jet
aircraft.
Other airports are also
competing for this segment of aviation
activity. New Century AirCenter, and
Charles B. Wheeler Downtown Airport
both have primary runways longer than
7,000 feet. This enables them to serve
the full range of corporate jets. Lee’s
Summit Airport is considering
upgrading their primary runway from
4,015 feet to 5,500 feet. This will
enable them to serve most corporate jet
aircraft.
With a 4,100-foot-long
runway, OJC is unable to compete for
the large corporate jets. OJC is able to
compete for smaller business jet
activity. The runway can support most
of the Cessna Citations and Falcon
business jets. However, the runway is
unable to support the newer, larger
models such as the Cessna 650 and 750
and the Falcon 900EX and F-Series.

SOCIOECONOMIC
PROJECTIONS
The socioeconomic conditions provide an
important baseline for preparing
aviation demand forecasts.
Local
socioeconomic variables such as
population, employment, and income
are indicators for understanding the
dynamics of the community and, in
particular, the trends in aviation
growth. The following is a summary of
the research and projections presented
in Chapter One.

POPULATION
Table 2B summarizes historical and
forecast population estimates for
Johnson County, the cities of Olathe
and Overland Park, and the State of
Kansas.
The analysis of Johnson
County population indicates an average
annual growth rate of 2.42 percent
between 1990 and 2000. This was by
far the highest county growth rate in
the state over the period. Olathe and
Overland Park are two of the fastest
growing communities in Kansas.
Olathe is projected to grow by more
than two percent annually through the
planning period, while Overland Park is
projected to grow by more than three
percent on an average annual basis.

The service area for Johnson County
Executive Airport will include all of
Johnson County and a portion of Miami
County in order to meet the needs of
those airport users looking for a higher
level of service, which Johnson County
Executive Airport can supply, as
compared to Miami County Airport.
For all practical purposes, the service
area for the larger business jets is
severely limited, first by the runway
limitation and second, by the available
facilities at nearby airports. Exhibit

Population forecasts for Johnson
County and the two cities are also
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presented. The population for Johnson
County is forecast to reach nearly
700,000 by 2025.
This projection
equates to an annual growth rate of
1.76 percent and the addition of 246,000
residents between 2000 and 2025. The
entire State of Kansas is projected to

add 420,000 persons.
Thus, the
population projection for Johnson
County represents nearly 61 percent of
the entire population growth expected
within the state over this 25-year
period.

TABLE 2B
Socioeconomic Forecasts for the Airport Service Area
Johnson County Executive Airport
HISTORICAL
1990
Population
Johnson
County
Olathe
Overland Park
Kansas
Employment
Johnson
County
Kansas
PCPI
Johnson
County
Kansas

FORECAST

2000

2010

2015

2025

Annual Growth
Rate
1990 to 2000 to
2000
2025

355,021
63,832
112,498
2,477,588

451,086
93,757
150,584
2,688,418

550,904
127,200
203,458
2,852,957

595,893
131,665
236,495
2,939,000

697,193
154,277
319,533
3,108,000

2.42%
3.92%
2.96%
0.82%

1.76%
2.01%
3.06%
0.58%

241,291
1,383,650

364,721
1,675,358

487,210
1,872,460

536,235
1,986,104

617,542
2,237,995

2.51%
1.93%

1.11%
1.16%

$31,448
$21,227

$40,301
$25,551

$44,961
$29,442

$47,574
$31,434

$53,146
$35,804

4.22%
1.87%

2.13%
1.36%

Sources: Mid-America Regional Council (MARC); Woods and Poole, CEDDS 2004. PCPI $1996.

percent between 2000 and 2025. At this
rate, Johnson County would add more
than 250,000 new jobs, representing
nearly 45 percent of the employment
growth in the state.
In addition,
employment is forecast to outpace
population growth through the planning
period.

EMPLOYMENT
Historical and forecast employment
data for Johnson County is also
presented in Table 2B. Between 1990
and 2000, Johnson County grew in
employment by 4.22 percent annually.
This growth accounted for nearly
124,000 new jobs over the 10-year
period, more than 42 percent of the
employment growth for the entire state.

PER CAPITA PERSONAL
INCOME (PCPI)

Johnson County is expected to show
continued strong employment growth
over the planning period, with an
average annual growth rate of 2.13

Table 2B also compares per capita
personal income (adjusted to 1996
dollars) for the county and the state.
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Johnson County’s average adjusted
PCPI for 2000 is $40,301 compared to
$25,551 for the State of Kansas.
Johnson County is not only an economic
driver for the state, it is also a fairly
affluent county. Although the State of
Kansas’ PCPI is projected to increase at
a greater annual rate, Johnson County
PCPI is forecast to be 32 percent higher
than the State’s PCPI by 2025.

other demand segments can
projected based upon this trend.

One method of forecasting based
aircraft is to first examine local aircraft
ownership by reviewing aircraft
registrations in the region. Table 2C
presents the growth in registered
aircraft, not only in Johnson County,
but also in the Kansas City
metropolitan region as a point of
comparison. The counties included in
the Kansas City region are
Leavenworth, Wyandotte, and Johnson
in Kansas, and Platte, Clay, Jackson,
Cass, and Ray in Missouri.

GENERAL AVIATION
FORECASTS
To determine the types and sizes of
facilities that should be planned to
accommodate general aviation activity,
certain elements of this activity must be
forecast. Indicators of general aviation
demand include:
•
•
•
•
•

be

Registered aircraft in Johnson County
have steadily increased over the past 15
years. Aircraft registrations for the
metropolitan region have also
increased, but there have been two
noticeable periods when the total
registrations declined. The first was
between 1990 and 1993 when the
region’s registered aircraft went from
1,768 to 1,709. The second period of
decline was between 2001 and 2003.
The region’s 2004 registered aircraft
numbers appear to be back in line with
a positive growth rate.

Based Aircraft
Based Aircraft Fleet Mix
General Aviation Operations
Peaking Operations
Annual Instrument Approaches

The remainder of this chapter will
examine historical trends with regard to
these areas of general aviation, and
project future demand for these
segments of general aviation activity at
the airport.

Over the last 15 years, Johnson County
annual aircraft registrations have
declined just once. In 1993, aircraft
registrations in the county decreased to
501 from the previous year’s 508. There
have been years of no-growth but the
general trend has been increasing.
Even when the region’s aircraft
registrations declined, Johnson
County’s registered aircraft regularly
increased.
Often-times, an area’s
general aviation aircraft ownership

JOHNSON COUNTY
REGISTERED
AIRCRAFT FORECAST
The number of based aircraft is the
most basic indicator of general aviation
demand at an airport.
By first
developing a forecast of based aircraft,
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trends reflect or mirror the strength of
the local/regional economy.
Thus,
Johnson County aircraft registration’s
historic growth trend is a validation of

the County’s economic strength,
especially in comparison to the Kansas
City metropolitan area, as a whole.

TABLE 2C
Registered Aircraft
Market Share Analysis
Kansas City Region
U.S. Active
General Aviation
Registered
National
Year
Aircraft
Aircraft
Share %
1990
NA
1,768
NA
1991
NA
1,752
NA
1992
NA
1,746
NA
1993
177,120
1,709
0.965%
1994
172,935
1,740
1.006%
1995
188,089
1,955
1.039%
1996
191,129
1,961
1.026%
1997
192,414
1,904
0.990%
1998
204,711
1,949
0.952%
1999
219,464
1,973
0.899%
2000
217,533
2,113
0.971%
2001
211,447
2,088
0.987%
2002
211,244
2,083
0.986%
2003
210,600
2,058
0.977%
2004
211,295
2,069
0.979%
Constant Share of Region with Increasing Share of County
2010
230,000
2,252
0.979%
2015
239,000
2,340
0.979%
2025
253,000
2,477
0.979%

Johnson County
Registered
Aircraft
486
488
508
501
508
543
562
578
602
641
672
672
677
678
698

Regional
Share %
NA
NA
NA
29.32%
29.20%
27.77%
28.66%
30.36%
30.89%
32.49%
31.80%
16.11%
32.50%
32.94%
33.74%

788
866
1,016

35.00%
37.00%
41.00%

Source: FAA Aircraft Registry Database (2004); FAA Long-Range Aerospace Forecasts Fiscal Years 2015, 2020, 2030

shown in the table, this projection
results in 788, 866, and 1,016 registered
aircraft in Johnson County for the years
2010, 2015, and 2025, respectively. The
market share projection will be
compared to additional forecasting
methodologies in an effort to determine
a reasonable registered aircraft forecast
for the County.

Table 2C depicts one projection of
registered aircraft for both the region
and Johnson County. This projection
maintained a constant share of
registered aircraft for the Kansas City
metropolitan area as a percentage of the
U.S. active general aviation fleet, as has
been the trend over the last 15 years.
This projection assumes that Johnson
County registered aircraft as a
percentage of the Kansas City
metropolitan area will continue to
increase at similar rates as has been
the case over the past 15 years. As

The trend line analysis for Johnson
County registered aircraft (1993-2004)
resulted in a very strong correlation,
yielding an “r2" value of 0.95. As
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show strong correlations and statistical
significance. The multiple regression
using income (PCPI), population and
the U.S. active general aviation fleet
resulted in an “r2" value of 0.99. With
such a strong correlation among
important variables, this forecast will
serve as the Johnson County registered
aircraft projection. This forecast will be
utilized as a variable when determining
a reasonable based aircraft forecast in
the following subsection.

presented in Table 2D, a number of
additional regression analyses were also
pe rf o r m e d i ncl udi ng m ul t i pl e
regressions. In nearly every case, the
“r2" values were above 0.90, indicating
strong positive correlations.
The projections for Johnson County
aircraft registrations are presented in
Table 2D, with representative forecasts
and the selected forecast depicted on
Exhibit 2C. Many of the regressions
TABLE 2D
Registered Aircraft Projections
Johnson County Kansas
Regression Analysis
Trend Line (r2=0.95)
vs. Population (r2=0.95)
vs. PCPI (r2=0.98)
vs. US Active Fleet (r2=0.88)
vs. Pop. & PCPI (r2=0.97)
vs. Pop. & US Active Fleet (r2=0.99)
vs. PCPI & Pop. & US Active Fleet (r2=0.99)
Market Share Projections
Region Constant Share of U.S. with:
Johnson County Increasing in Region
1988 Master Plan (1990-586; 2000-698)
Selected Forecast

2010

2015

2025

832
808
762
735
748
801
785

929
886
816
773
796
871
849

1,121
1,062
932
832
896
1,019
980

788
778
785

866
821*
849

1,016
916*
985

Source: Coffman Associates analysis; * Extrapolated

With a reasonable forecast of Johnson
County registered aircraft, a based
aircraft forecast can now be determined.
As presented in Table 2E, based
aircraft at Johnson County Executive
Airport have fluctuated between 38 and
48 percent of registered aircraft in
Johnson County.
Overall, based
aircraft have remained nearly
unchanged over the last ten years with
259 aircraft in 1995 and 263 in 2004.

BASED AIRCRAFT FORECASTS
Determining the number of based
aircraft at an airport can be a
challenging task because the number of
based aircraft can change frequently.
Many general aviation and reliever
airports don’t maintain historic records
of based aircraft. Fortunately, the
Johnson County Airport Commission
has kept records on based aircraft over
the past several years. These records
serve as the basis for the historic based
aircraft numbers used in this analysis.

Two market share forecasts for based
aircraft were developed utilizing
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FORECASTS

HISTORICAL
LEGEND
Regression Analysis
Trend Line (r2=0.95)
vs. PCPI (r2=0.98)
vs. Population & PCPI (r2=0.97)
vs. PCPI, Population, & U.S. Active Fleet (r2=0.99)
Market Share Projections
Region Constant Share of U.S. with:
Johnson County Increasing Share of Region
Selected Forecast
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REGISTERED AIRCRAFT FORECASTS

Johnson County registered aircraft. The
first assumes that OJC will account for
approximately 37.5 percent of Johnson
County registered aircraft over the next
20 years, as has been the trend the past
five years. This forecast results in 294,
318 and 369 based aircraft for the years
2010, 2015 and 2025 respectively.
Considering the limited growth
potential at OJC this forecast is
considered a high-end projection.

The second forecast considers a
decreasing market share of registered
aircraft in Johnson County.
This
forecast projects that OJC will, over the
next 20 years, decrease from 38 percent
to 35 percent, its capture of Johnson
County registered aircraft.
This
forecast yields 290 based aircraft in
2010, 310 in 2010, and 345 in 2025.

TABLE 2E
Based Aircraft vs. Johnson County Registered Aircraft
Johnson County Executive Airport
Johnson County Registered
Based
Year
Aircraft
Aircraft
1995
543
259
1996
562
259
1997
578
260
1998
602
260
1999
641
250
2000
672
250
2001
672
247
2002
677
254
2003
678
257
2004
698
263
Constant Market Share Projection
2010
785
294
2015
849
318
2025
985
369
Declining Market Share Projection
2010
785
290
2015
849
310
2025
985
345

% of County Registered
Aircraft
47.7%
46.1%
45.0%
43.2%
39.0%
37.2%
36.8%
37.5%
37.9%
37.7%
37.5%
37.5%
37.5%
37.0%
36.5%
35.0%

Sources: 1995-2000 FAA TAF ('99 and '00 adjusted to 250 from 419); 2001-2004 Airport Records.

validated with supporting data and
analysis.
The Form 5010 data is
typically in the FAA’s Terminal Area
Forecast (TAF). The TAF is FAA’s tool
for forecasting aviation activity for
airports across the country.

Comparison Forecasts
On an annual basis, the FAA performs
an airport inspection and based aircraft
is one of the items tracked for inclusion
in the Airport Master Record (FAA
Form 5010). In many cases, the Form
5010 provides a good starting point
when analyzing based aircraft,
however, the FAA numbers should be

The FAA TAF report projects 313, 353,
and 433 based aircraft for the years
2010, 2015, and 2025 (extrapolated),
2-15

respectively. These are shown for
comparison purposes. TAF projections
often do not take into consideration the
constraints to development at the
airport. In addition, the TAF doesn’t
take into account the level of
competition from nearby airports. The
previous master plan, completed in
1988, has a long term forecast of 375
based aircraft for 2010.

There is very little room left for hangar
development.
This based aircraft
forecast assumes that the airport will
construct new facilities where they can
as they are needed. It is anticipated
that within the next 20 years, the
airport will be at or near capacity for
hangar development, and aircraft
wishing to base at the airport will have
to go elsewhere. Should the airport
choose not to develop any new storage
facilities, the aircraft projected to base
at the airport would be forced to find
facilities at nearby airports.

Regression analysis was also conducted
in order to determine if there has been
a historical relationship between
variables and based aircraft. Historical
based aircraft at Johnson County
Executive Airport were compared to
time, population, U.S. active fleet, and
PCPI. Multiple regression analysis was
conducted with PCPI and population as
compared to based aircraft. The results
of all of these regressions yielded “r2"
values below 0.5. Because there is
limited reliability in the predictive
value of “r2" values below 0.90, the
regressions were not considered further.

Table 2F shows a summary of the
forecasting methods analyzed for the
based aircraft projection. The selected
forecast closely resembles the declining
market share forecast. This forecast is
believed to be the most realistic
considering the constraints at the
airport. The selected forecast for 2025
shows slightly greater decline than the
market share forecast because it is
assumed that by this time the airport
will be at development capacity.
Exhibit 2D depicts the trend lines for
the forecast methods as well as the
selected forecast.

Based Aircraft Conclusion
Johnson County Executive Airport is
constrained in its growth potential.

TABLE 2F
Based Aircraft Projections
Johnson County Executive Airport
Market Share of Johnson County Registered Aircraft
Constant Share
Declining Share
Comparison Forecasts
FAA TAF
1988 Master Plan
Selected Forecast
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2010

2015

2025

294
290

318
310

369
345

313
375
290

353

433

310

335
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it is important to cross-check and make
sure that the cumulative total of all
based aircraft, as a percentage of
County registered aircraft, is
reasonable.

The milestones are founded on the
potential of attracting additional based
aircraft to the airport and, more
importantly, supporting those aircraft
with facilities. By providing a realistic
based aircraft forecast for Johnson
County Executive Airport and including
comparisons to the other two Johnson
County airports, airport officials will be
able to respond to unexpected changes
in a timely manner. As a result, these
milestones provide flexibility, while
potentially extending this plan’s useful
life if aviation trends slow over the
period.

Gardner Municipal Airport had a
master plan completed in 1998. In that
plan, based aircraft were anticipated to
grow from 86 to 139 by 2017.
Currently, Gardner has approximately
92 based aircraft, which puts their
growth behind the projected numbers.
In an effort to develop a reasonable
based aircraft distribution, Gardner’s
based aircraft forecast was adjusted to
109, 129, and 139 representing the
years 2010, 2015, and 2025,
respectively.

The most important reason for utilizing
milestones is that they allow the airport
to develop facilities according to need
generated by actual demand levels. The
demand-based schedule provides
flexibility in development, as
development schedules can be slowed or
expedited according to actual demand at
any given time over the planning
period. The resultant plan provides
airport officials with a financiallyresponsible and need-based program.
The planning horizons for based aircraft
that will be utilized for the remainder of
this master plan are as follows:
•
•
•

Short Term
Intermediate Term
Long Term

The New Century AirCenter master
plan is being completed concurrently
with this one. Because of this, forecasts
are allowed to be more fluid and
adjusted based on each other. In the
New Century AirCenter master plan
can be found detailed analysis and
explanation of the based aircraft
forecast for that airport.
As shown in the Table 2G, the 2010
forecast has 80.8 percent of Johnson
County registered aircraft basing at the
three county airports. This percentage
increases to 83.5 percent in 2015 and
drops slightly to 82.6 percent by 2025.
The forecast aircraft distribution
appears to be in line with the
distribution trend over the last ten
years.

290
310
335

Registered Aircraft Distribution
There are three public airports in
Johnson County, Kansas. Each of them
accounts for a portion of the registered
aircraft in the county, as presented in
Table 2G. When determining the
number of based aircraft for one airport,

Exhibit 2E graphically depicts the
forecast aircraft distribution for the
three Johnson County airports.
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TABLE 2G
Based Aircraft Distribution
Public Johnson County Airports
Johnson County
Registered
Year
Aircraft
Executive New Century Gardner
1990
486
271
155
72
1991
488
241
141
72
1992
508
290
128
66
1993
501
290
128
66
1994
508
262
145
66
1995
543
259
145
81
1996
562
259
145
86
1997
578
260
192
86
1998
602
260
192
86
1999
641
250
213
94
2000
672
250
213
94
2001
672
247
236
94
2002
677
254
219
93
2003
678
257
211
92
2004
698
263
195
92
Forecast
235
109
290
2010
785
129
310
270
849
2015
340
139
985
335
2025

Total
498
454
484
484
473
485
490
538
538
557
557
577
566
560
550

% of Registered
Aircraft
102.5%
93.0%
95.3%
96.6%
93.1%
89.3%
87.2%
93.1%
89.4%
86.9%
82.9%
85.9%
83.6%
82.6%
78.8%

634
709
814

80.8%
83.5%
82.6%

Note: 2001-2004 Airport Records. 1990-2000 FAA TAF.

in the national fleet. Active multiengine piston aircraft are expected to be
the only category of aircraft which
shows a decrease in annual growth.
Growth within each based aircraft
category at the airport has been determined by comparison with national
projections (which reflect current
aircraft production) and consideration of
local economic conditions.

BASED AIRCRAFT
FLEET MIX PROJECTION
Knowing the aircraft fleet mix expected
to utilize the airport is necessary to
properly plan facilities that will best
serve the level of activity and the type
of activities occurring at the airport.
The existing based aircraft fleet mix is
comprised of 203 single engine aircraft,
32 multi-engine piston-powered aircraft,
14 turboprop aircraft, nine jets and five
helicopters. Understanding the fluid
nature of based aircraft, these numbers
are estimates based on airport
documentation, staff interviews, and
interviews with the FBOs.

The projected fleet mix of based aircraft
at Johnson County Executive Airport is
expected to remain fairly constant. The
slight increase in single engine aircraft
is the result of a combination of both
natural growth and the introduction of
light sport aircraft. Along with national
trends, multi-engine piston aircraft are
projected to decline as a percentage.
Both turboprop and jet aircraft are

As detailed previously, the national
trend is toward a larger percentage of
sophisticated turboprop and jet aircraft
2-18
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projected to remain constant or slightly
increase as a percentage of the whole.
The based aircraft fleet mix projection

for Johnson County Executive Airport is
summarized in Table 2H.

TABLE 2H
Based Aircraft Fleet Mix Projections
Johnson County Executive Airport
EXISTING
Short
Aircraft Type
2004 Percent Term
Single Engine
203
77.19%
226
Multi-Engine
32
12.17%
31
Turbo-Prop
14
5.32%
16
Turbo-Jet
9
3.42%
10
Helicopters/Others
5
1.90%
7
Totals
263 100.00%
290

Percent
77.93%
10.69%
5.52%
3.45%
2.41%
100.00%

FORECAST
Inter.
Long
Term Percent Term Percent
243
78.39%
266
79.40%
30
9.68%
28
8.36%
18
5.81%
20
5.97%
11
3.55%
12
3.58%
8
2.58%
9
2.69%
310 100.00%
335 100.00%

Source: Airport Commission; Coffman Associates analysis .

within visual range of the airport, or
which executes simulated approaches or
touch-and-go operations at the airport.
Generally, local operations are
characterized by training operations.
Itinerant operations are those
performed by aircraft with a specific
origin or destination away from the
airport. Typically, itinerant operations
increase with business and commercial
use since business aircraft are used
primarily to carry people from one
location to another.

ANNUAL OPERATIONS
The airport traffic control tower
(ATCT), located on the west side of the
airport, collects information regarding
aircraft operations (takeoffs or
landings).
Aircraft operations are
reported in four general categories: air
carrier, air taxi, general aviation, and
military. Air carrier operations are
certified under Federal Aviation
Regulations (F.A.R.) Part 121. Air taxi
operations consist of the use of general
aviation aircraft for the “on-demand”
commercial transport of persons and
property in accordance with F.A.R. Part
135.
General aviation operations
include a wide range of activity from
personal to business and corporate uses.
Military operations include those
operations conducted by various
branches of the U.S. military.

Table 2J summarizes historical
operations at Johnson County Executive
Airport as tracked by the ATCT since
1995. As is evident in the table, the
airport’s total operations have varied
from a low of 82,854 in 2003 to a high of
105,296 in 1995, with an average of
92,500 operations per year. In the
previous 10-year period, from 1985 to
1994, there was an average of more
than 120,000 operations annually. This
represents a 23 percent decline in
operations at the airport from one

Aircraft operations are further
classified as local and itinerant. A local
operation is a takeoff or landing
performed by an aircraft that operates
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period to the next. It should be noted
that the operational decreases appear to
TABLE 2J
Historical General Aviation Operations
Johnson County Executive Airport
Itinerant Operations
Period
Air Taxi
GA
Military
1995
36
45,649
26
1996
39
45,555
188
1997
85
45,213
115
1998
169
45,248
114
1999
195
46,751
153
2000
215
43,584
121
2001
223
45,349
118
2002
386
47,723
100
2003
384
46,456
229
2004
336
50,421
261

be due in-part to decreasing local
general aviation operations.

Total
45,711
45,782
45,413
45,531
47,099
43,920
45,690
48,209
47,069
51,018

Local Operations
GA
Military
Total
59,500
85
59,585
40,202
290
40,492
48,277
211
48,488
44,169
126
44,295
53,676
147
53,823
49,122
89
49,211
43,377
209
43,586
48,067
26
48,093
35,753
32
35,785
36,477
109
36,586

Total
105,296
86,274
93,901
89,826
100,922
93,131
89,276
96,302
82,854
87,604

Source: Airport Tower Records/TAF

or fuel facilities.
A high level of
itinerant operations may be an
indicator of a need for more transient
apron parking, more overnight covered
storage, or improved navigational aids.

Itinerant operations have remained
steady over the past 10 years averaging
approximately 46,000 annually. The
last two years have seen a slight upturn
in itinerant operations, reaching 51,000
in 2004. Local operations have shown
fluctuation from nearly 60,000 in 1995,
down to 37,000 in 2004. The last two
years have represented the lowest local
operations counts in the last ten years.
Overall, a trend has developed in which
itinerant operations are regularly
exceeding local operations. This trend
is likely to continue.

There are a number of accepted
methods for forecasting annual
operations at an airport. Perhaps the
most common method is to take the
number of forecast based aircraft and
multiply that number by industry
accepted operations totals based on the
type of airport. For a reliever airport
with flight schools, a planning standard
of between 400 and 500 operations can
be expected. Thus, for the current year,
one might expect 105,200 operations per
based aircraft (400 x 263). These trends
have not been realized for quite some
time. Because of this reality, multiple
forecasts will be developed for both
itinerant and local general aviation
operations and then a reasonable
forecast will be selected.

GENERAL AVIATION
OPERATIONS
Distinguishing between local and
itinerant general aviation operations is
an important consideration for future
facility planning. An airport with a
large percentage of local operations may
be in need of more aircraft storage units
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Utilizing historical operations records,
three itinerant operations forecasts are
developed and presented in Table 2K.
The first forecast maintains a constant
share (0.2522%) of itinerant operations
for the airport. This results in 64,883
annual itinerant operations by the long
term planning period. The second
forecast reflects an increasing share of
itinerant operations by the airport.
This results in 57,100 itinerant
operations in the short term and 74,598
operations by the long term.

Itinerant Operations
Itinerant operations have been
relatively steady since 1998, averaging
approximately 46,000 annually. The
market share of itinerant operations for
OJC, as a percentage of general
aviation itinerant operations at all
towered airports, has increased
noticeably, especially in 2004. In 1998,
OJC’s market share was 0.2049 percent
and in 2004 that percentage had
increased to 0.2522 percent.

TABLE 2K
General Aviation Itinerant Operations Forecast
Johnson County Executive Airport
OJC GA
Itinerant
US GA Itinerant
Market Share
Based
Year
Ops
Ops
Itinerant Ops
Aircraft
1998
45,248
22,086,500
0.2049%
260
1999
46,751
23,019,400
0.2031%
250
2000
43,584
22,844,100
0.1908%
250
2001
45,349
21,433,300
0.2116%
247
2002
47,723
21,450,500
0.2225%
254
2003
46,456
20,231,300
0.2296%
257
2004
50,421
19,989,900
0.2522%
263
Constant Market Share of Total U.S. Itinerant Operations
0.2522%
290
21,961,600
2010
55,394
310
0.2522%
2015
59,323
23,519,000
335
0.2522%
64,883
25,723,600
2025
Increase in Market Share of Total U.S. Itinerant GA Operations
290
21,961,600
0.2600%
2010
57,100
23,519,000
0.2700%
310
2015
63,501
0.2900%
335
2025
74,598
25,723,600
Constant Itinerant GA Operations Per Based Aircraft
21,961,600
0.2532%
290
55,597
2010
0.2527%
310
59,432
23,519,000
2015
335
25,723,600
0.2497%
2025
64,224
Selected Forecast
2010
56,000
21,961,600
0.2550%
290
2015
61,000
23,519,000
0.2594%
310
2025
68,000
25,723,600
0.2643%
335

Itinerant Ops
Per Based
Aircraft
174
187
174
184
188
181
192
191
191
194
189
197
215
192
192
192
193
197
209

Source: FAA Aerospace Forecasts 2005-2016. Coffman Associates analysis.

The third forecast maintains the
number of itinerant operations per
based aircraft (192) through the
planning period. This results in 55,597
itinerant operations in the short term

and 64,224 annual itinerant operations
by the long term. The selected forecast
represents a trend near the average of
each of the forecasts.
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Utilizing historical operations records,
three local operations forecasts are
developed and presented in Table 2L.
The first forecast maintains a constant
share (0.2440%) of all U.S. local
operations for the airport. This results
in 46,335 annual itinerant operations
by the long term planning period. The
second forecast reflects a decreasing
share of U.S. local operations by the
airport. This results in 36,954 local
operations in the short term and 37,977
by the long term.

Local Operations
Local operations averaged nearly
48,000 annually between 1998 and
2002. In 2003 and 2004, that number
has dropped to approximately 36,000.
Some of this decline can be attributed to
an overall dip in national local
operations, but the rest is likely
representative of the changing nature of
the airport. More itinerant operations
and fewer local (training) flights are
being performed.

TABLE 2L
General Aviation Local Operations Forecast
Johnson County Executive Airport
US GA Local Market Share
Year
GA Local Ops
Ops
Local Ops
1998
44,169
15,960,000
0.2767%
1999
53,676
16,980,200
0.3161%
2000
49,122
17,034,400
0.2884%
2001
43,377
16,193,700
0.2679%
2002
48,067
16,202,700
0.2967%
2003
35,753
15,292,700
0.2338%
2004
36,477
14,948,400
0.2440%
Constant Market Share of Total U.S. Local Operations
0.2440%
39,206
16,066,800
2010
41,533
17,020,500
0.2440%
2015
18,988,300
0.2440%
46,335
2025
Decrease in Market Share of Total U.S. Local Operations
16,066,800
0.2300%
2010
36,954
0.2200%
2015
37,445
17,020,500
2025
37,977
18,988,300
0.2000%
Constant Local Operations Per Based Aircraft
0.2503%
16,066,800
2010
40,222
17,020,500
0.2526%
2015
42,996
0.2447%
2025
46,463
18,988,300
Selected Forecast
2010
39,000
16,066,800
0.2427%
2015
41,000
17,020,500
0.2409%
2025
44,000
18,988,300
0.2317%

Based
Aircraft
260
250
250
247
254
257
263

Local Ops Per
Based Aircraft
170
215
196
176
189
139
139

290
310
335

135
134
138

290
310
335

127
121
113

290
310
335

139
139
139

290
310
335

134
132
131

Source: FAA Aerospace Forecasts. Coffman Associates analysis.

The third forecast maintains the
number of local operations per based
aircraft (139) through the planning
period. This results in 40,222 local
operations in the short term and 46,463

local operations by the long term. The
selected forecast represents a trend
near the average of each of the
forecasts.
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A final consideration is the distribution
between itinerant and local operations
at the airport. Typically, a reliever
airport in a metropolitan area may
realize a greater percentage of itinerant
operations. This trend has clearly been
developing over the past several years
at Johnson County Executive Airport.
In 1995, local operations accounted for
56 percent of overall operations, while
in 2004, local operations only accounted
for 42 percent. With the selected
forecasts, in 2010 local operations will
represent 41 percent of total annual
operations. By the long term planning
period, local operations will represent
approximately 39 percent. The general
aviation operations forecasts are
presented on Exhibit 2F.

MILITARY OPERATIONS
Military operations account for a small
portion of operations at Johnson County
Executive Airport. There are no based
military aircraft at the airport, but
there are a number of military aircraft
based at nearby New Century
AirCenter. According to interviews
with airport staff, most of the military
operations are conducted by the
Chinook helicopters which are based at
New Century. These operations consist
of minimal training exercises and
refueling.
Because of the limited
number of military operations from a
historical perspective, a constant of 200
itinerant and 100 local operations will
be included in the annual operations
forecast. This is also presented in
Table 2M.

AIR TAXI OPERATIONS
There was a significant increase in the
number of operations in the air taxi
category in 1998. A large portion of this
can be directly attributable to the start
of operations by the life flight operator
on the airport. In 1997, there were 83
operations and in 1998 there were 169,
more than a 100 percent increase.
Since 1998, the number of operations
has steadily increased.
Other
contributing factors to the increase in
air taxi operations are that fractional
ownership operators and corporate
flight departments have been utilizing
the airport with greater frequency. In
addition, both FBOs operate charter
services. Summary operations Table
2M includes a trend line projection for
air taxi operations.

ANNUAL INSTRUMENT
APPROACHES (AIAs)
An instrument approach, as defined by
the FAA, is “an approach to an airport
with the intent to land an aircraft in
accordance with an Instrument Flight
Rule (IFR) flight plan, when visibility is
less than three miles and/or when the
ceiling is at or below the minimum
initial approach altitude.” To qualify as
an AIA, aircraft must land at the
airport after following one of the
published instrument approach
procedures during diminished weather
conditions.
Forecasts of annual
instrument approaches (AIAs) provide
guidance in determining an airport’s
requirements for navigational aid
facilities.
Practice or training
approaches do not count as annual
AIAs.
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TABLE 2M
Operations Activity Forecast Summary
Johnson County Executive Airport
Actual
2003
2004
Annual Operations
General Aviation
Itinerant
46,456
50,421
Local
35,753
36,477
Total General Aviation
82,209
86,898
Air Taxi
384
350
Military
Itinerant
229
261
Local
32
109
TOTAL
OPERATIONS
82,854
87,618

Historical and forecast AIAs for the
airport is summarized in Table 2N.
Over the past seven years, AIAs have
fluctuated between a high of 1,021 to a
low of 484. The average has been 743
yearly instrument approaches. Over
the same period, AIAs have averaged
1.5 percent of itinerant operations. The
past two years, totals have been above
this average.

2010

Forecast
2015

2025

56,000
39,000
95,000
650

61,000
41,000
102,000
850

68,000
44,000
112,000
1,250

200
100

200
100

200
100

95,950

103,150

113,550

While AIAs can be partially attributed
to weather, they may be expected to
increase as transient operations by
more sophisticated (and consequently
properly equipped aircraft) increase
through the planning period. For this
reason, AIA projections consider an
increasing percentage of AIAs per
annual itinerant operations reaching
2.5 percent by 2025. The projections
are also presented in Table 2N.

TABLE 2N
Annual Instrument Approach (AIAs) Projections
Johnson County Executive Airport
Itinerant
Year
AIAs
Operations
1998
1,021
45,248
729
46,751
1999
2000
484
43,584
2001
559
45,349
2002
527
47,723
46,456
2003
1,007
2004
827
50,421
FORECASTS
Short Term
980
56,000
Intermediate Term
1,220
61,000
Long Term
1,700
68,000
Source: FAA Terminal Area Forecast - Approach Operations
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Ratio
2.26%
1.56%
1.11%
1.23%
1.10%
2.17%
1.64%
1.75%
2.00%
2.50%
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Historical
Market Share of Total U.S. Itinerant Operations
Constant Share
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Exhibit 2F
LOCAL & ITINERANT
OPERATIONS FORECAST

SUMMARY

considered when determining future
conditions.

This chapter has provided demandbased forecasts of aviation activity at
Johnson County Executive Airport over
the next 20 years. An attempt has been
made to define the projections in terms
of short, intermediate, and long term
expectations. Elements such as the
local socioeconomic indicators,
anticipated regional development, and
historical aviation data, as well as
national aviation trends were all

The next step in the master planning
process will be to assess the capacity of
existing facilities, their ability to meet
forecast demand, and to identify
changes to the airfield and/or landside
facilities which will create a more
functional aviation facility. A summary
of aviation forecasts is depicted on
Exhibit 2G.
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2004

Short Term

Intermediate
Term

Long Term

BASED AIRCRAFT FORECASTS
Single Engine
Multi-Engine
Turbo-Prop
Turbo-Jet
Helicopters/Others

203
32
14
9
5

226
31
16
10
7

243
30
18
11
8

266
28
20
12
9

Total Based Aircraft

263

290

310

335

350
50,421
261
51,032

650
56,000
200
56,850

850
61,000
200
62,050

1,250
68,000
200
71,450

36,477
109
36,586

39,000
100
39,100

41,000
100
41,100

44,000
100
44,100

87,618

95,950

103,150

113,550

9,800
417
316
54

10,804
504
360
63

11,615
542
387
68

12,786
597
426
75

827

980

1,220

1,700

OPERATIONS FORECASTS
Itinerant
Air Taxi
General Aviation
Military
Total Itinerant
Local
General Aviation
Military
Total Local
Total Operations

PEAK OPERATIONS
Peak Month
Busy Day
Design Day
Design Hour

AIA's
OPERATIONS FORECAST

BASED AIRCRAFT FORECAST

150

350

300
120

Based Aircraft

Operations (x 1,000)
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FORECAST SUMMARY

